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From drilling, wireline work, and casing to pressure pumping, 
lab work, and any process in-between, Majestic is committed to 
protecting those who work in the oil & gas industry. We intensify 
safety standards by providing reliable and quality personal 
protective equipment for the roughest work conditions.

OIL & GAS
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DRILLING
35-5575
KorPlex™ knit.
Double sandy nitrile palm coating
Back of hand and full finger impact protection
Reinforced thumb crotch
CE E / ANSI A5 cut resistance

21242HO
Armor Skin™ synthetic leather palm
Back of hand and full finger impact protection 
PVC patch reinforcement in palm for superior grip
Reinforced thumb crotch
Also available in high visibility yellow

21262HO
18-oz quilted cotton cord palm gives tremendous grip
Back of hand and full finger impact protection
Red stitching in the palm secures the lining
Reinforced thumb crotch
Available in waterproof, winter lined version

21475BK
Armor Skin™ synthetic leather palm
D3O® protective exoskeleton shields with flex points
Adds 50% more impact protection over traditional TPR
Reinforced D3O® Aero palm padding
KorPlex™ liner with ANSI A5 cut resistance.

APPLICATIONS

Placing and releasing 

drill string slips 

Rig installation and 

disassembly 

Chaining pipes

USER NEEDS 

Users require gloves that 

provide protection against 

impact while offering 

exceptional grip and in 

wet or oily conditions. 

KORPLEX
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21262HO
18-oz quilted cotton cord palm gives tremendous grip
Back of hand and full finger impact protection
Red stitching in the palm secures the lining
Reinforced thumb crotch
Available in waterproof, winter lined version

35-1500
KorPlex™ knit.
Polyurethane coated palm. 
Maximum fit, feel, and comfort.
CE 5 / ANSI A4 cut resistance. 

35-557Y
KorPlex™ knit.
Double sandy nitrile palm coating.
Back of hand and full finger impact protection.
Reinforced thumb crotch.
CE E / ANSI A5 cut resistance.

APPLICATIONS

Tool handling and 

running 

Wellbore tool lowering 

services 

Managing explosives

USER NEEDS 

Personal protection 

needs include cut and 

impact resistance while 

offering grip, comfort, and 

dexterity. 

35-7465
KorPlex™ knit.
Premium breathable foam nitrile palm coating.
High cut resistance & reinforced thumb crotch.
Touch screen capable.
CE C / ANSI A4 cut resistance.

WIRELINE SERVICES
KORPLEX

KORPLEX

KORPLEX
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21242HO
Armor Skin™ synthetic leather palm
Back of hand and full finger impact protection 
PVC patch reinforcement in palm for superior grip
Reinforced thumb crotch
Also available in high visibility yellow

51-290
OXXA Knit.
Superior nitrile palm coating.
Maximum grip and abrasion resistance.
Cool and comfortable fit.

35-5675
KorPlex™ knit.
Sandy nitrile palm coating for superior durability.
Back of hand and full finger impact protection.
Reinforced thumb crotch and touch screen capable.
CE F / ANSI A6 cut resistance.

34-5337
Ring spun Dyneema® Diamond knit.
PU coated palm for excellent dexterity.
Back of hand and full finger impact protection.
Maximum fit, feel and comfort.
CE 5 / ANSI A3 cut resistance.

APPLICATIONS

Pipe assembly and 

disassembly 

Unloading and stacking 

pipes 

Placing and releasing drill 

string slips

USER NEEDS 

Ultimate safety and 

performance require 

protection against cuts, 

impact, and abrasion 

while providing comfort, 

grip and dexterity.

CASING

KORPLEX
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COILED TUBING
35-6474
High visibility orange KorPlex® knit.
Sandy foam nitrile palm dip over 3/4 dip flat nitrile.
High cut resistance & grip.
Touch screen capable.
CE D / ANSI A4 cut resistance.

21262HO
18-oz quilted cotton cord palm gives tremendous grip
Back of hand and full finger impact protection
Red stitching in the palm secures the lining
Reinforced thumb crotch
Available in waterproof, winter lined version

33-4406
High visibility knit.
PU coated palm for excellent dexterity.
Durable and flexible.
Long knit cuff for a more secure fit.
CE D / ANSI A4 cut resistance.

21472BK
Armor Skin™ synthetic leather palm
D3O® protective exoskeleton shields with flex points
Adds 50% more impact protection over traditional TPR
Reinforced D3O® Aero palm padding
Extended neoprene cuff with ID wrist pull

APPLICATIONS

Site and tool string 

preparation 

General pumping tasks 

Pressure manifold and 

tubing injector head 

preparation

USER NEEDS 

Users expect exceptional 

comfort in gloves that 

perform in oily conditions 

and protect against 

abrasion. 

KORPLEX
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PRESSURE PUMPING

37-1565
Dyneema® Diamond knit. 
Foam nitrile coated palm.
High cut resistance.
Cool and comfortable fit.
CE 5 / ANSI A4 cut resistance.

3237AL
SuperDex knit shell.
3/4 dip black micro crinkle latex over full dip foam latex.
Exceptional liquid resistance and grip.
Antifungal treated liner.
Comfortable fit.

35-7465
KorPlex™ knit.
Premium breathable foam nitrile palm coating.
High cut resistance & reinforced thumb crotch.
Touch screen capable.
CE C / ANSI A4 cut resistance.

4005
Premium neoprene chemical resistant glove
Good abrasion resistance
Double-dipped sand Finish
Interlock lined
Treated with Sanitized® Actifresh

APPLICATIONS

Site preparation 

Unloading lines and 

valves 

Handling tools, iron and 

rigging work

USER NEEDS 

Pressure pumping 

requires abrasion and 

chemical resistance while 

providing grip, dexterity, 

and flexibility. 

SUPERDEX

KORPLEX
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PRODUCTION SERVICE
3237
SuperDex knit.
Double dipped nitrile coating for great dry and oily grip.
Embossed palm to deviate oil and liquids from palm.
Protection from oil and liquid to knit wrist.
Comfortable fit.

34-5337
Ring spun Dyneema® Diamond knit.
PU coated palm for excellent dexterity.
Back of hand and full finger impact protection.
Maximum fit, feel and comfort.
CE 5 / ANSI A3 cut resistance.

35-4565
KorPlex™ knit.
High visibility yellow.
Foam nitrile coated palm. 
Maximum fit, feel, and comfort.
CE 5 / ANSI A4 cut resistance.

35-7660
KorPlex™ knit.
Extreme cut resistance.
Flat nitrile coated palm. 
CE F / ANSI A7 cut resistance. 

APPLICATIONS

Valve or line repair and 

maintenance 

Iron handling 

Clean-up and remediation

USER NEEDS 

Users require hand 

protection that performs 

in wet, dry, and oily 

conditions where grip is 

essential. 

KORPLEX

KORPLEX

SUPERDEX
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SHOP AND LAB WORK
35-5575
KorPlex™ knit.
Double sandy nitrile palm coating.
Back of hand and full finger impact protection.
Reinforced thumb crotch.
CE E / ANSI A5 cut resistance.

3228
SuperDex knit.
Micro foam nitrile palm coating for great dry and oily grip. 
Great grip and abrasion resistance. 
Cool and comfortable fit.

3276AK
Super grip disposable gloves.
Powder free nitrile glove with fish scale palm pattern.
Excellent grip in dry and oily environments.
Strong for improved life.
6 MIL and chemical resistant.

37-1300
Dyneema® Diamond knit.
Extremely lightweight 18-gauge knit.
PU coated palm for excellent dexterity.
Maximum fit, feel and comfort.
CE 3 / ANSI A2 cut resistance.

APPLICATIONS

Handling sharp, jagged 

metal 

Loading and mixing 

chemicals 

Drill assembly

USER NEEDS 

Shop and lab workers 

require dexterity, comfort, 

grip, and flexibility 

while protecting against 

chemicals and hand 

fatigue.

KORPLEX

SUPERDEX
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INFRASTRUCTURE CONSTRUCTION

2510B
Industrial grade cowhide grain leather.
Keystone thumb.
Gunn cut.
Shirred back.
Excellent abrasion resistance.

35-7675
KorPlex™ knit.
Extreme cut resistance.
Sandy nitrile palm coating for superior durability.
Touch screen capable. 
CE F / ANSI A6 cut resistance. 

35-7465
KorPlex™ knit.
Premium breathable foam nitrile palm coating.
High cut resistance & reinforced thumb crotch.
Touch screen capable.
CE C / ANSI A4 cut resistance.

35-4565
KorPlex™ knit.
High visibility yellow.
Foam nitrile coated palm. 
Maximum fit, feel, and comfort.
CE 5 / ANSI A4 cut resistance.

APPLICATIONS

Machinery operation 

Pipe handling and 

assembly 

Equipment maintenance

USER NEEDS 

Personal protection needs 

include performance 

against cuts, impacts, and 

abrasion while providing 

comfort, grip, and 

dexterity in wet and dry 

conditions.

KORPLEX

KORPLEX

KORPLEX
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MULTI-PROCESS
21285WR
Oil and water resistant goatskin driver.
Back of hand and full finger impact protection.
Kevlar® liner provides excellent cut protection.
PPE Level 3 arc resistance, ATPV 36 CAL/CM2

CE 5 / ANSI A4 cut resistance.

3276AO
Super grip disposable gloves.
Powder free nitrile glove with fish scale palm pattern.
Excellent grip in dry and oily environments.
Strong for improved life.
6 MIL and chemical resistant.

3432A
SuperDex knit.
PU coated palm for excellent dexterity.
Ultra sensitive. 
Cool and comfortable fit.

3437
Ring spun Dyneema® Diamond knit.
PU coated palm for excellent dexterity.
High cut resistance.
Maximum fit, feel and comfort.
CE 5 / ANSI A3 cut resistance.

APPLICATIONS 

From the field to the 

jobsite and everywhere 

in between, workers in 

the oil and gas industry 

encounter endless 

hazards in the work they 

perform. However, many 

sources of injury can be 

prevented by selecting 

the right personal 

protective equipment. 

Majestic is dedicated to 

intensifying your safety 

standards and protecting 

what matters most. 

From cuts & lacerations, 

to falling objects, 

chemicals, and low 

visibility, our multi-

process section of PPE 

will equip you with 

protection from a variety 

of general hazards. 

PPE3LEVEL

SUPERDEX
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MULTI-PROCESS
35-1585
KorPlex™ knit.
Sandy latex palm over ¾ flat latex dip.
One piece shell and brushed acrylic liner.
Exceptional liquid resistance and grip.
CE E / ANSI A5 cut resistance.

21267HO
18-oz quilted cotton cord palm gives tremendous grip
Back of hand and full finger impact protection
Red stitching in the palm secures the lining
Reinforced thumb crotch
100 gram Thinsulate® lined and waterproof

21247HO
Armor Skin™ synthetic leather palm
Back of hand and full finger impact protection 
PVC patch reinforcement in palm for superior grip
Reinforced thumb crotch
100 gram Thinsulate® lined and waterproof

APPLICATIONS

Many of our popular glove 

lines are also available in 

a lined, insulated version 

for cold weather use. 

The purpose of our liners 

is to trap air between your 

hand and the outside 

cold, then reflecting back 

the body’s radiant heat. 

This air acts as a thermal 

buffer, keeping the 

warmth inside the glove.

Choosing the best liner 

depends on the level 

of comfort and warmth 

you require, the outside 

temperature, fit & feel, 

activity level, and the style 

of glove.

35-5567
KorPlex™ knit with impact protection.
Abrasion and puncture resistant foam nitrile palm.
One piece shell and brushed acrylic liner.
Exceptional liquid resistance and grip.
CE E / ANSI A5 cut resistance.

MWINTER

KORPLEX

KORPLEX
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MULTI-PROCESS

75-5331/75-5332
High visibility heavy hooded sweatshirt.
Teflon® fabric protector for added water resistance.
Polyester lined for increased comfort.
Black in most soiled areas and 2” reflective striping.
Meets ANSI/ISEA 107-2015 Class 3, Type R Standard.

MWINTER

75-1381/75-1382
High visibility 8-in-1 transformer bomber.
Removable fleece liner.
Offers 8 wearing options for changing weather.
PU coated polyester and concealed detachable hood.
Meets ANSI/ISEA 107-2015 Class 3, Type R Standard.

75-1313/75-1314
High visibility black bottom bomber.
Fixed quilted liner.
PU coated polyester with fully taped seams.
3 pockets and elastic waist, wrist, and collar.
Meets ANSI/ISEA 107-2015 Class 3, Type R Standard.

75-1351/75-1352
High visibility unlined rain jacket.
100% polyester PU coated Oxford fabric.
Taped seams to establish waterproof integrity.
Two outer pockets and a hood.
Meets ANSI/ISEA 107-2015 Class 3, Type R Standard.

ANSI/ISEA 107-2015

Low visibility is a serious 
hazard for all workers who 
perform tasks near moving 
equipment. High visibility 
apparel by Majestic boldly 
intensifies worker visibility 
and safety.

Performance Standards

Class 2 provides moderate 
protection with distance 
detection & identification, 
and moderate conspicuity 
performance. This 
reflective clothing is 
suggested for workers who 
are near heavy machinery 
or traffic between speeds 
of 25-50 mph.

Class 3 offers the highest 
level of conspicuity with 
greater visibility to the 
wearer in both complex 
backgrounds and through 
a full range of body 
movements. This reflective 
clothing is suggested for 
workers who are near 
heavy machinery or traffic 
in excess of 50 mph.
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MULTI-PROCESS
75-2357
High visibility yellow/black insulated bib overall.
Black areas are reinforced with nylon ripstop.
Knee pads included.
Sturdy shoulder strap buckles and 3 pockets.
Meets ANSI/ISEA 107-2015 Class E Standard.

75-2353/75-2355
High visibility unlined bib overall.
Matches any of the high visibility jackets.
2” reflective stripes at the waist and bottom of the legs.
Sturdy shoulder strap buckles and 3 pockets.
Meets ANSI/ISEA 107-2015 Class E Standard.

MWINTER

ANSI/ISEA 107-2015

Low visibility is a serious 
hazard for all workers who 
perform tasks near moving 
equipment. High visibility 
apparel by Majestic boldly 
intensifies worker visibility 
and safety.

Performance Standards

Class E includes pants, bib 
overalls, shorts, and gaiters. 
These items cannot be 
worn alone to meet HVSA 
standards. When a Class E 
item is worn with Class 2 or 
3 garments, the ensemble 
is considered Class 3.
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MULTI-PROCESS
ANSI/ISEA 107-2015

Low visibility is a serious 
hazard for all workers who 
perform tasks near moving 
equipment. High visibility 
apparel by Majestic boldly 
intensifies worker visibility 
and safety.

Performance Standards

Class 2 provides moderate 
protection with distance 
detection & identification, 
and moderate conspicuity 
performance. This 
reflective clothing is 
suggested for workers who 
are near heavy machinery 
or traffic between speeds 
of 25-50 mph.

Class 3 offers the highest 
level of conspicuity with 
greater visibility to the 
wearer in both complex 
backgrounds and through 
a full range of body 
movements. This reflective 
clothing is suggested for 
workers who are near 
heavy machinery or traffic 
in excess of 50 mph.

75-3201/75-3202
High visibility mesh safety vest.
Excellent for applications requiring added visibility.
2” reflective striping.
One inside chest pocket and two inside waist pockets.
Meets ANSI/ISEA 107-2015 Class 2, Type R Standard.

75-3239/75-3240
High visibility mesh safety vest.
Black bottom for areas that get the most soiled.
Chainsaw reflective striping with DOT contrast.
7 pockets, heavy duty zipper closure, and radio tabs.
Meets ANSI/ISEA 107-2015 Class 2, Type R Standard.

75-3225/75-3226
High visibility mesh two-tone vest.
D-ring pass through.
DOT striping with 3M® reflective.
7 pockets, radio tabs, and reflective piping.
Meets ANSI/ISEA 107-2015 Class 2, Type R Standard.

75-3307
High visibility polyester mesh vest.
Tough duty and reinforced with heavy trim.
2" reflective striping.
8 pockets, snap front, and grommets for attaching tools.
Meets ANSI/ISEA 107-2015 Class 3, Type R Standard.
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MULTI-PROCESS
87-1105
Cap style hard hat with 4-point suspension.
Provides head and impact protection in the workplace.
Tough, lightweight, and low-profile.
Meets ANSI/ISEA Z89.1, Type I, Class E&G requirements.
Available in yellow, orange, blue, white, and red.

87-1255
Full brim style hard hat with 6-point suspension.
Provides head and impact protection in the workplace.
Tough, lightweight, and low-profile.
Meets ANSI/ISEA Z89.1, Type I, Class E&G requirements.
Available in yellow, orange, blue, white, and red.

87-9000
In Case of Emergency (ICE) identification sticker.
Strengthens safety and worker information records.
Fully secure - security flap protects worker’s information.
100% Waterproof.
3M® adhesive will not weaken or damage safety helmets.

87-1155
Cap style hard hat with 6-point suspension.
Provides head and impact protection in the workplace.
Tough, lightweight, and low-profile.
Meets ANSI/ISEA Z89.1, Type I, Class E&G requirements.
Available in yellow, orange, blue, white, and red.

HARD HATS

Majestic's hard hats are 
manufactured in the USA 
and are made of high-density 
polyethylene (HDPE) to 
provide ultimate head and 
impact protection in the 
industrial work place. With 
vertical height adjustment, a 
comfortable brow pad, and 
accessory slots for attaching 
a variety of accessories, 
Majestic continues to 
intensify your 
safety standards.

The American Worker 
ID Emergency Tag from 
Majestic enables workers 
to securely carry their 
emergency ID. In an accident, 
the system provides first 
responders and paramedics 
instant access to potential 
lifesaving information and 
allows emergency contacts 
to be quickly notified of a 
situation 24/7.
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MULTI-PROCESS

85-1010
Crosswind Safety Glasses
Ultra lightweight wraparound frame with anti-scratch 
lens and 99.9 % UVA/UVB protection.  

74-201F
SMS flame resistant anti-static coverall provides 
protection against airborne solid particulates and 
limited protection against light spray, low pressure/
volume splahes, and liquid aerosol. Anti-static with 
elastic wrist and ankles. Available with attached hood 
or attached hood & boots. 

85-2010
Wrecker Safety Glasses 
Wraparound frame with anti-scratch lens, soft padded 
nose piece, anti-fog+ and 99.9 % UVA/UVB protection.

75-8010
Innovative 26 x 17 blue PVA cooling towel provides 
hours of cooling relief. Reusable with quick activation 
and reactivation. Anti-microbial treated material.

75-8011
Innovative 26 x 17 yellow PVA cooling towel provides 
hours of cooling relief. Reusable with quick activation 
and reactivation. Anti-microbial treated material.

HERE

Make safety 
personal 

with product 
customization! 

Personalization processes 

include:

 Screen Print

 Pad Print 

 Full Color Heat Transfer

 Reflective Heat Transfer

 Leather Branding 

 Embroidery &

     Embroidered Patches

 Fire Resistant

     Embroidery & Screen

     Printing 



YOUR SAFETY STANDARDS
INTENSIFY

Majestic is committed 

to your safety. We 

provide reliable and 

quality personal 

protective equipment 

for the roughest work 

conditions. By combining 

the quality of traditional 

craftsmanship with the 

latest technological and 

material advancements, 

Majestic delivers 

safety equipment 

and apparel that 

exceeds performance 

expectations so you can 

get the job done. 





Majestic Glove
2510 W. Casino Rd.
Everett, WA 98204 

P: 800-367-4568
F: 425-407-1030
orders@majesticglove.com
majesticglove.com


